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275A WYCKOFF ST APT 3
BROOKLYN NY 11217

CURRICULUM  VITAE

Education :
Bachelors of Arts in Anthropology

University of Georgia 2012

Languages :
Español (---------/)
English (---------/)

Francais (--------/-)
Italiano (------/---)

Português (---/------)
Russian (-/--------)

Technical Skills :
Lighting Equipment (--------/-)

Film Equipment (-------/--)
Photoshop (---------/)
Lightroom (---------/)
Illustrator (------/---)

Social Media (-------/--)
Digital Data Archiving (-------/--)

Climbing/Rigging (--------/-)
Aid Climbing (--/-------)

Survival Techniques (-----/----)
Excel (------/---)

Publication :
 

Sea to Shining Sea 2012 Book -
Push Across America (2013) -

CycleEXIF ‘2013 NAHBS coverage’ (2013) -
Bicycling Magazine ‘Stationary Bikes Go Punk’ -

   (Nov/Dec 2016)  
Runaway Magazine Vol. 1 (2016) -

Contributor :
‘Feathers: Displays of Brilliant Plumage’ -

editor and copywriter with Robert Clark (2015) 
 ‘Evolution:A Visual Record -

 with Robert Clark (2016) 

References:
Robert Clark

 @robertclark
robert@robertclark.com

917.957.5340

Taylor Rees
@taylorfreesolo

taylorfreesolo@gmail.com
413.222.6742

Martin Schoeller
@martinschoeller

martin@martinschoeller.com
212.226.9013

Objective: Hi! I’m Parker. I want to change people’s opinions and clean 
up the misunderstandings people have about how the world actually works. 
Let’s do that together .

Timeline :
2010-2012 - Summers spent in Yellowstone NP, honing hiking chops
2012 Acquired BA in Anthropology from UGA
 Sea to Shining Sea
  -Cross-country trip with 14 disabled veterans (Sea to Shining Sea)
  -Took photos
  -Helped plan logistics of route across USA
2013  Traveled through S. America
  -Worked at Primary School as Mathematics/Computing/English
 Instructor and designed passive heating
  -Slept on the beach, sold bread made in hostel ovens to cover costs
  -Worked on a farm, got eaten alive by blackflies and built fences
2013  Came back from S America after finding myself and started working at a bike shop
  - because I clearly hadn’t actually found myself yet.
 Cross Country trip for Push Across America with paralympian Ryan Chalmers
  - Planned route and logistics from LA to NYC
  - Took photos thoughout, work was published.
 Moved to NYC and started working for Martin Schoeller
  - Performed digital archiving and film scan cleaning
  - Began to really learn the Photoshop ninja magic powers
  - Began to familiarize myself with artificial lighting
  - Began documenting the OSR Midnight Half Marathon
2014 Finished Internship with Martin Schoeller and started delivering goods on my bike as  
  a messenger because that was the real reason I moved to NYC.  
  - Yeah, I’m serious. Yes, it was awesome and the broken ribs were worth it.
 Started working for Robert Clark as a studio manager and First Assistant
  - Data archiving
  - Rented out Ten Ton Studio for events and shoots
  - Started working intensely on location lighting techniques
  - Redid both websites (Robertclark.com and tentonstudio.com)
  - Helped Robert Clark with ‘Feathers - Displays of Brilliant Plumage’
  - Set the groundwork for ‘EVOLUTION: A Visual Record’
2015 Quit working for Robert, moved to Salt Lake City, UT for work (but really to climb  
 because honestly)
  - Assisted in adventure photography shoots with most all photographers in  
  SLC
  - Learned to start shooting from the ropes
  - Increased knowledge of filming and video
  - Went back to NYC multiple times to shoot running
2016 Still living in Utah, began working on my own material
  - Worked on an increasing amount of on-location lighting photoshoots
  - Did image archiving for Renan Ozturk (Camp4 Collective), Taylor Rees,  
  and their dog Baloo.
 Began work on Earth is Elsewhere and Reactor/Reaction
Today:  Moved back to NYC

Projects:
 ‘Earth is Elsewhere’ In progress (2016-present)
  -Study of human artifacts within the Earthen landscape as alien, odd, and  
  beautiful
 ‘Goldsprints’ (2014-2015)
  -A series of photos taken in New York City of athletes, messengers, and  
  participants sprinting the distance of a New York City block against one  
  another on stationary bikes.
 ‘Runners’ (2013-2016)
  - A longform project on urban running in NYC
 ‘Push Across America’ (2013)
  -Photographed the cross-country push of Ryan Chalmers through every  
  state and city between Los Angeles, CA to New York City, NY

Interests:
 Physics (fluid dynamics, orbital mechanics, astrometry, energy generation and 
 conservation science, efficiency innovation, electronics), Climbing (Traditional, 
 Sport, Bouldering),Cycling (Road, mainly)


